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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 3: Lettuce Be is the third in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the role of a crew of
snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 3, survival is at stake again. But whose survival?

Key Features

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).
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 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).

 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.

 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Title: Snail Trek - Chapter 3: Lettuce Be
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phil Fortier
Publisher:
Phil Fortier
Franchise:
Snail Trek
Release Date: 3 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Best sandbox game i have ever played. Graphics might be simple but the fun is beyond epic. Also the riddles are really tough but
not to tough. Full 10/10 totally recommend buying.

The only thing i miss here is a multiplayer but since this is an Alpha still i am pretty sure it will be added in the future.. A nice
mech game where you fend off enemies and collect resorces to take to your settlement, with mech customisation along the way.
Not to mention it has a great soundtrack for under \u00a32 I cant complain personally, feels like something i'd play on an amiga
or atari ST. Its cheap so why not check it out?. This has helped my reponse delay so much I don't suck at sports anymore.. Fun
game so far. I only had to rage quit a few times from the difficulty, lol. Looking forward to trying it when my Oculus Touch
arrives.. this game is amazing, sadly no makina in it for obvious reasons but still i think that the 2 hours gameplay is worth
money, especially when the story shows us another part of the relationship of asuku and yuuji.
Id rate this a solid LIKE
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Charming little game, with a relaxing concept. I loved hanging with my new friends in my monster garden. No spoil for the end,
but it is the best way to finish the game.. Gamers, never forget Code}{atch The Devs of this game. They are not
trustworthy.They just abandon their games and run with the money. if they ever make a new game. Remember who they are.

They are not worth your money nor your time. do not support them in any way.. terrible frame rate and instructions are awful.
Way to laggy, I got a refund for it :). this game needs to be worked on bugs everywhere and terrible english. overall the game is
extremely cute. However i will admit this is definitely a game for little kids. It is fun though, theres a fairly good amount of
variety in the games. The difficulty is very easy, making it a really casual game. The character designs aren't the prettiest,
though they did a great job animating each of the princesses worlds.

Pros:
- if you love disney, you'll love the cuteness of this game
-simple games with a bit of variety
-difficulty increases each level
- get to decorate your own room, take care of a garden, and explore the different worlds
-customize your character with different hair, hair colors, eyes, eye color, and lips
-can choose your favortite dress style and customize the colors
-lots of different accessories to choose from
-so absolutely adorable that I just want to hug it
-Any little kid, or disney fan, would absolutely love this game.
- there's different flowers to grow in the garden and you can water, weed, sing to, fertilize and just take care of them. (singing to
them is a small mini game where you hit arrow keys to match them).

Cons:
-there's only two levels
- there's four worlds, so there's only 8 levels, or "chapters" and then you unlock princess tiana's world, and get one more chapter.
-the games all involve the same kind of goal, you use your magic to stun the imps , or you use twirl magic to get rid of webs
after you defeat the imps, and then there's only a few other games (shooting bubbles at other bubbles to pop them, putting
puzzles together, and then some other games)
-the instructions get really repetitive and annoying after awhile, each time you have to do something\/play a game. and i didn't
find any way to turn them off.
-after you beat the game there isnt too much to do

overall I'd give it a 7\/10 , very cute, but all the instructions get a little annoying, and I got to make my own princess and see my
favorite princess. I helped Rapunzel, and that made the game awesome.. Works with Manjaro/Arch...
Traditional point click - explore game...
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